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Think of the Children!"
The Failure of Public Education
by Scott P. Richert

S

chool cuts would hurt neediest kids," the headline in
the local Gannett paper proclaimed. With the spring
primary just days away, the administration of Rockford School
District 205 was urging the public to pass the third education
referendum in a row. This one would allow the district to issue
$23.5 million in bonds and use the revenue to pay back tax protesters who had successfully fought judicial taxation during the
district's 12-year school-desegregation lawsuit. Despite the unusual circumstances, however, the rhetoric was the same as that
used in referenda battles across the country: "Think of the children!"
The district administration claimed that drastic cuts would
need to be made if the referendum failed: no more sports, computers, drama, band, and no more tutors for children who needed extra help. All of the major cuts had one thing in common:
They would eliminate programs that bring children to school
early and keep them there until late in the da\'. hi other words,
these programs allow mothers to work without having to shell
out extra money for daycare, and they keep young children off
of the street.
The administration played its cards well: On March 19, the
referendum passed by approximately 500 votes, out of 34,000
cast. Though District 205 alread\' spends almost $10,000 per
student, local voters had shown their willingness to provide a
qualit)' education to the 27,000 children enrolled in District
205 — or so the district administration declared. A new, brighter
day in Rockford public education had begun.
"During the summer of 1857, in a log cabin standing on the
southeast corner of the intersection of East State and Second
Streets, the history of the Rockford schools began. Miss Eunice
Brown, conducting classes for six pupils that year, served as the
community's first teacher." Thus writes Charles Espy, a former
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superintendent of schools for Winnebago County, describing
the dawning of the first day in Rockford education in his 1967
book. The History of Public Education in Winnebago County.
The "era of the itinerant tutor" ("an institution never very satisfactory in a social sense and very spotty as to results," Louis
Bromfield wrote in The Farm) had passed. Parents demanded
a more stable educational structure for their children, and it
emerged in three forms: first, private schools, such as Miss
Brown's, which often held their classes in the teacher's home;
later, starting in 1857, public schools controlled, variously, by
township, citv, and county authorities; and, m u c h later,
parochial schools. Wliile, in some areas of the East Coast and
South, the duh- of education mo\'ed naturally from the home to
the church, a strong Yankee influence led the Midwest to follow the New England model of public education.
From the beginning, the rising tide of public education was
designed to lift all boats. Bromfield's Jamie favored public
schools over the traveling schoolmaster not simply because they
could provide a better education for his children, but because
"v\hat troubled Jamie most was the fact that under this system
the poorer children of the County receised no education whatever and grew up without learning to read or write . . . " State
conshtuHons established public education as a universal right,
and state statutes authori:;ed local governments to lew property
taxes to fund schools. Rockford's initial levy in 1857 of one mill
per $100 of assessed value covered the cost of building schools
as well as hiring teachers and a few administrators.
The late 1800's were a time of remarkable growth in public
education across the Midwest, and the number of school districts multiplied rapidly in Winnebago County, while, within
districts, building programs established the network of neighborhood schools that school consolidation and busing have destroved. T h e one-room schoolhouse, usually white or stone
radier than red, became a common sight in the countryside.
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By 1905, when the first school consolidation in Illinois took
place right here in Winnebago County, there were 124 separate
school districts in the count\', many consisting of just one or hvo
schools. Their numbers decreased rapidly: By 1920, the counh' had consolidated down to 110 districts; by the time of Brown
V. Board of Education (1954), there were only 39 districts left.
Over the next 40 years, Brown would accelerate school consolidation and the destruction of neighborhood schools; busing,
however, was more a consequence of school consolidation than
a cause.
By the time Espy published his History of Public Education in
Winnebago County in 1967, there were a mere 25 school districts left in the count}'. District 205 was now larger than the
city of Rockford. Two decades later, as the federal court prepared to intenene. District 205 had gobbled up another nine
school districts, and it now covered essentially the entire southeastern corner of Winnebago Count}'.

S

chool consolidation paved the way for the social engineering that destroyed public education in the second half of
the 20th century; what, however, led to school consolidation?
We know the arguments that were made by its proponents: Bigger schools offered greater opportunities for students and allowed for a standardized curriculum; larger districts had more
resources at their disposal; smaller districts and one-room
schools did not fit with the latest educational theories, which required separate grades and mulhple teachers. (In the 1930's,
the Rockford school district adopted a high-school hour model
for elementary schools, an experiment it later abandoned.)
Still, in Illinois and throughout the Midwest, school consolidation needed to be approved by the voters. Why did parents accept the arguments of the "experts"?
In The Farm, Bromfield writes of "the inflated reverence for
schools and academies and universities whicli caused them to
spring up like mushrooms everywhere in the Middle Western
country during the second half of the nineteenth century." He
ascribes this attitude to "a generation or two which . . . had had
little opportunity' for education and so sought exaggerated advantages for their children and grandchildren." That inflated
reverence was applied to educated men as well as educational
institutions, and it was not confined to a generation or hvo. In
fact, as the general population became better educated, the reverence for educafion grew rather than diminished, and the popular cult of the "expert" took root.
It is one thing to believe that operating a nuclear-power plant
requires a certain level of knowledge that the average person
does not possess; it is quite another to become convinced that
someone else, by virtue of his education, can direct the education of your children better than you can (even if he might be
able to teach your children better). T h e "experts" can cry,
"Think of the children!" but parents have been thinking of their
children from time immemorial and managing, largelv, to
make wise decisions on their behalf without the benefit of "expert" advice. Relying on "experts" and acquiescing in their
plans often is simply the flip side of a failure of nerve. The irony
is that the very system that convinced parents to entrust the education of their children to more highly educated experts was
undermined by the centralizing programs of the very "experts"
to whom the parents had ceded their authorit}'.
Charles Ingalls would have understood the problem. When
the Ingalls family was living in DeSmet, Dakota Territory (the
period covered by Laura Ingalls Wilder in LMle Town on the

Prairie), Charles was a member of the school board—the only
one, as Laura tells us, who had children in the school. The other board members seem to be men who are concerned about
the general extension of education, and the\' are probably better
educated than Charles, but Charles is there because he is "Pa."
When the teacher. Miss Wilder (the sister of Laura's future husband), loses control of her one-room schoolhouse for several
days, the board appears before the students, and Charles is the
only one to speak.
Slowly and weightily, Pa said, "Miss Wilder, we want you
to know that the school board stands with you to keep order in this school." He look sternly over the whole room.
"All you scholars must obey Miss Wilder, behave }'ourselves, and learn your lessons. We want a good school,
and we are going to have it."
When Pa spoke like fliat, he meant what he said, and it
would happen.
The room was still. The stillness continued after the
school board had said good day to Miss Wilder and gone.
There was no fidgeting, no whispering. Quietly every pupil
studied, and class after class recited diligentiy in the quiet.
As we have moved from Miss Wilder's one-room schoolhouse to the massive Columbines of today, what have we
gained? American public education lags behind the rest of the
civilized world, and we turn to Chinese and Pakistanis to fill our
high-tech jobs—not because they will work more cheaply, but
because the}' can actually do the math. Even on the most basic
level, American public education is a failure: The literacy rate,
once over 90 percent, is now around 75 percent and falling.
We spend more money per capita on public education than at
any time in our histor}', and as many as 30 percent of students
cannot read or write at grade level. (Those are official figures;
in reality, the percentage may be higher.)
Where do we go from here? One thing is clear: An elected
school board of seven members cannot possibly redirect a bureaucracy that o\ersees a district of 27,000 students and a budget of close to $300 million. During Rockford's 12-}ear battle
with the federal courts, only hvo of the candidates who were
elected on vows to fight judicial taxation and restore local sovereignt}' came an}'where close to living up to fliem. The rest,
upon election, lost their nerve when the "experts" told them
that the onl}- way out from under federal control was to go along
with judicial taxation and racial quotas.
A new day in Rockford public education did not dawn on
March 19; on that day, we simply passed another way station on
the road to destruction. T h e conservative panaceas —school
vouchers, charter schools, school prayer—ignore the underlying problem, johnny praying the Our Father at the beginning
of the school da\' will not make his parents more invoKed, and
transferring him to a charter school or a private school under
a voucher program may even lead his parents to think the}' can
be less in\'ol\'ed, because Johnny is now in a better environment. While the homeschooling movement arose out of a
recognition that parents should direct their children's education, it still needs to strike the right balance between directing
and teaching (which might be done by others), and, in this regard, the rise of homeschooling cooperatives is a hopeful sign.
Ultimately, American education will only revive when parents
recover sufficient nerve to act as Charles Ingalls did. Let's think
of the children.
c
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Cowboys and Indians
A Few Notions About Creative Writing
by George Garrett
"•i"«?ISS4*S'-•'"•'"

T

his little piece requires a head note. Oddly, it is the onK
thing I have ever written that was honest-to-God censored.
I was asked by the Chronicle of Higher Education to write a short
opinion piece on the subject of contemporar\' creative writing
courses, etc.—the scene. I wrote this piece, following their
guidelines exactiy for length and general tone. After a while it
came back to me with the explanation that they didn't approve
of my opinions. Not at all. Thev didn't even suggest revising
mv opinions. Beyond the pale. See if you can figure out wh\'.
I can't.
In the beginning we were the rebels. The real beginning was
during the late 40's and early 50's, that astonishing time of the
GI Bill when American colleges and universities were suddenly booming and changing. We asked for courses in 20th-century literature, and we got that, together with fair and accurate
warning from the elders that the canon would, sooner or later,
constitute a bloody battlefield. /Mong with that we wanted the
opportunit)' to write our poems and stories and novels on the institution's time and for credit. Won that one, too, and so completely that now there are poets and writers teaching writing
courses in hundreds of colleges and universities. It has been a
radical change far beyond the wildest expectations of the ver\few of us, raggedy in our faded fahgues and field jackets, who
came out of the jungle and mountains to civilization. Our fearless leader (Fidel) was (is) R.V. Cassill, first at Iowa, then
Brown. We were few^ in number as late as the middle 60's when
Cassill and his wife, Kay, founded and managed the Associated
Writing Programs (AWP) in the basement of their house in
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Providence. There were a dozen or so member institutions
then, though there were alread}' many schools with writers on
the faculty and with courses and programs. We had so little visibilit}' and money and clout at first that other writers and schools
took a wait-and-see attitude and maintained that until, finally,
AWP got some real support, big bucks. Then, led by Iowa,
which had spurned joining anything with others, everybody
jumped on board. Nowadays there is a headquarters with a paid
bureaucracy and a newsletter and a job list and prizes and annual conventions and plent)' of members eager to be elected to
a list of officers. A new (ancient) crowd.
And here am I, an old-timer already, still following the leader
(Cassill said it first, if diflerenfi\) urging that we now take a giant step back and at least weigh and reconsider the values and
dangers arising out of the association of writers with the academy. Undergraduate creative writing courses probably should
continue, be kept alive and well. Close reading and closely
watched writirrg are essential components in the lost battles
against functioiral illiteracy. It's most of the graduate programs
I wonder about, the ones that these da\s furnish so many books
to publishers and most of the teachers of creative writing. There
are superb writing programs. Hollins College is the best. And
a \•er^^ different kind of program at Arkansas is equally praiseworthy. Most of them, however, are depressingh' uniform and
uniformly mediocre. Just lately there have been some strong,
cogentiy argued critical pieces about writing programs. Eve
Shelnutt's "Notes From a Cell; Creative Writing Programs in
Isolation" (AWP Ghronicle, February 1990) and John W.
Aldridge's "American i\ssembly-Line F'iction" (American Scholar, Winter 1990) make strong cases against the acquired bad
habits and results of writing programs. Both are critical of the
anti-intellectualism (read; ignorance) of the programs, the hierarchical networking (what Aldridge calls "this highly politicized
fraternih' of writing instruction"); and both are seriously con-
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